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Description:

You are logged in as. However WinTr Software is developed at. However Wintr has no restrictions you can
perform many operations by writing scripts almost as if developing program on. However 256 function can be
run with WinTr Scada Software Also you can trigger this functions when alarm occured or gone. 
(User. Donna Wilson)
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1,000 characters 5. 

» Download Simatic net opc server free download PDF «

Hi everyone, I have a problem with a simatic opc server. I have everything setup and in the station configuration everything
appears as it should. In the configuration console i noticed that i was missing a certificate that i had on a test rig. Could this
cert issue be thw reason i cant access variables in opc scout? Also how do i re-install this cert or repair it. I exported the
cert form the test rig but as can be seen its for the wrong domain. I starting to think a reinstall of simatic net. Many Thanks,
Barry I have sorted my original problem and now i have another. The problem i am now facing is getting a connection to
wincc flex runtime and to opc server at the same time. I must be doing something wrong. Does anyone know if this is
possible with the 343-1 lean. Wincc flex is configured as a softbus connection. Many thanks, Barry Jesper, Attached is the
screenshots you asked for. What currently happens is as follows. Communicates with tags no problem. Start wincc flex and
no connection to cpu. Only one or the other will run, not both. On test rig i use everything works fine. Thats why i
wondered if it is the network card or cpu on the live system. 
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